
BR Borail Bogie Rail/Girder Wagon (Vacuum Braked)
 The Borails were of two types: 30 wagons to D1/482 Borail EC without bolsters; and 135 wagons to D1/483 Borail EB/MB with five 
bolsters. They were built between 1959 and 1961 and were in use until 1981-2 when 150 were rebuilt with Y25 bogies and air brakes. They 
also gained low sides. This kit is for the “as built” period. The EC wagons were used for carrying concrete bridge beams etc.1/3 The EB/MB 
wagons were used for transporting new or scrap rails. (The “E” & “M” stood for Midland & Eastern Region, “C” for concrete, and “B” for 
Bolster) The design of the underframe was unusual with its deep “fishbelly” solebar. Earlier wagons of a similar style were the LNER bogie 
rail wagons (which developed into BR “Dolphins”). The NER also had “Quint C” wagons that were similar.2 Although the body design of 
the Dolphin was continued by BR with the “Sturgeon”, they had conventional trussed underframes.  The other distinctive feature was the 
8ft. wheelbase plate bogies, only used on Borails and Salmons. Unlike the Salmons, the Borail bogies were fitted with roller bearings. A few 
vacuum braked wagons remained after 1982 as internal users e.g. Taunton Concrete Works (8 wagons).  4    Wagon nos. – EC :  B946065-
74/210229   EB : 946075-114   EB/MB: 946115-209
NOTE: At present, we have not found any photos showing the brake gear fitted underneath the wagon near the centre. The published 
drawing does not give sufficient detail. 5   We have included a representation of the brake cylinder. Should further information come to 
light, the mouldings will be amended.
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CONSTRUCTION: 
Floor: Remove the sprues from the two floor halves and 
carefully trim or file away the “feeds”  from the edge. 
Remove the floor middle piece from the bolster sprue (It is 
the wider part (marked “F”) at the stanchion end of the 
sprue. Then join the three parts of the floor together (there 
are small arrows indicating the “centre end” of the floor 
halves) - ensure the edges line up. 
Cut the buffer bodies from the sprue with a fine saw or craft 
knife, taking care to retain all of the narrow part at each end 
which locates in the headstock and buffer head. Fit to the 
headstocks with the small square on the bodies at the top. 
(The edge of the headstock attached to the sprue is the 
bottom). Leave these assemblies to set. Remove the solebars 
from the sprue and carefully trim or file away the “feeds”  
from the bevelled edge.
With the floor upsidedown on a flat surface, fit the solebars 
to each side, with an equal overhang at each end. The floor 
reaches the outer edge of the solebar channel (which should 
butt against the bevelled thicker part of the floor underside). 
Add the headstocks. Fit the two “lever plates” (marked “H” 
on adjacent tab) to the solebars under planks 6/7 (excluding 
floor middle) as shown below. Note that these fit at the same  
end of the wagon.
The following will be easier if carried out in one session:  
• . . . . . •
• Underframe: Remove all the parts with letters on them (A 
– E) from the two underframe sprues. Fit parts “D” (2) to 
the floor against the back of the headstocks at each end 
(there are pips on the floor to locate them) and fit parts “E” 
(2) either side. Parts “A” (4) go between “E” and the solebar 
as shown below. Fit 2 of Part “C” across the joints in the 
floor between Parts “E”. Fit the remaining 2 Parts “C” 
vertically between Parts “E” where there are pips on the 
floor halves. Parts “B” (4) then 
fit vertically between Parts “E” 
and the solebars. •
Bolsters: there are five (not 
required for “EC” wagons). 
Assemble the halves of the 
“girders” as per diagram and fit 
the “wooden” top. It is easier 
to have this upsidedown and fit 
the girder onto it. Ensure 
assemblies are “square”. Leave 
to set. When built, there were 
fold-over planks at each end. 
Cut from the bolster sprue and 
fit with detail side down on top 
of the end floor planks. They 
can be fitted the other way up 
on top of the buffer bodies, if 
desired. Fit buffer heads to 
bodies. Fit the bolsters (if 
used) on top of the floor 
stanchion plates.

  
Bogies: press bearings into holes (it will be easier if you put a 
drop of solvent into the hole first. Fit to stretcher — ribs on 
back of bogie sideframes locate in between ribs across edges 
of stretchers. Add the wheels and ensure axles are parallel.
Extensions to fit Hornby couplings can be added when the 
bogie assemblies have set (Use shorter position of extension 
– fits under stretcher). Fit four spoke or curly spoke 
handwheels (bolster sprue) to the small brackets (located 
near buffer head and tank half on detail sprue). Fix to back 
of ends of solebar, 9mm from the end, so that top edge of 
hand wheel can be glued to the bottom edge of the solebar. 
Put screws through the bogie mounts from the side with 4 
pegs, place the bogie on the bolster and add the nut. Fit to 
underside of wagon on Parts “D” as per diagram. Brake 
cylinder (in two halves) & Base(u/f sprue) fits as shown on 
diagram. Fit the lashing rings (detail sprue) onto the solebars 
– 12 per side – see diagram. If chains (e.g. Hobby’s SG57) are 
being used, the rings with chains should be fitted 
“upsidedown” (ring upwards). Attach the chain to the rings 
with thin wire, such as that found in multi-strand electrical 
wire. Lashing chains typically were used on rings 3 & 5 from 
each end.
Lastly, fit the stanchions to suit load. Code 75 rail can be 
used. New bullhead rail was laid sideways pyramid fashion 
five rows high with 14 rails on the bottom row & 10 on the 
top. It will use far less rail if the middle  “hidden” parts of the 
pile is made using suitable thiscknesses of plasticard. Scrap 
rail was less tidily arranged!
Livery: body/bolster girders/stanchions – bauxite ( to 1965: 
Precision P127; 1966 – 1982: Precision P129), floor/bolster 
tops “wood” colour (e.g. Humbrol Matt 170 or Precision 
P979),  bogies – black, with white lettering and handwheels. 
Axlebox covers were yellow (Precision P134). 
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